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This document is a Transitional Standard by the Pre-AIS, the Precursor to the Asgardia Institute of 
Standards, AsgardiaInstituteOfStandards.Space. The “mandatory” and “recommendatory’ aspects become 
formally applicable as soon as the Pre-AIS is converted into the AIS and “transitional” disappears from the 
title page. Contact: Jacob Mulder, Minister of Manufacturing, Jacob.Mulder@Asgardia.Space. 

 

Context 

Article 26 of the Constitution of Asgardia, www.Asgardia.Space/constitution, specifies a 
number of national symbols. These symbols have colors and other properties and those colors 
can for example be used in the layout of documents, presentations or websites. 
 

Important notes 

 
Note that only Asgardia itself and contractually authorized third parties are entitled to use the 
branding of Asgardia. The content of this document and of its attachments are Copyright © 
2016-2021 by Asgardia, all rights reserved. 
 

Articles 

1. One of Asgardia’s national symbols is the national flag of Asgardia. A graphical 
representation of this flag is attached to this document.  

a. A Mandatory Asgardian Standard is to use this flag when Asgardia is being 
represented and a flag is an applicable form. 

2. One of Asgardia’s national symbols is the national coat of arms of Asgardia. A graphical 
representation of this coat of arms is attached to this document.  

a. A Mandatory Asgardian Standard is to use this coat of arms when Asgardia is 
being represented and the coat of arms is an applicable form. 
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3. One of Asgardia’s symbols is the logo of Asgardia. A graphical representation of this 
flag is attached to this document.  

a. A Mandatory Asgardian Standard is to use this logo when Asgardia is being 
represented and a logo is an applicable form. 

 

 
 

 

Asgardian flag Coat of arms Asgardian logo 

 

 
4. One of Asgardia’s national symbols is the national anthem of Asgardia. A document 

with the lyrics and the score is attached to this document 
a. A Mandatory Asgardian Standard is to use this anthem when Asgardia is being 

represented and an anthem is an applicable form. 
 

Lyrics of the Asgardia Anthem 

Pale blue dot hanging in the sky, 
Homeworld, door to the future, 
Where all the nations finally are one, 
Unifying all humanity: 
Asgardia. 

Leave the old problems all behind, 
Moving on for the better. 
Living in peace and mutual tolerance, 
Trying to improve humanity: 
Asgardia. 

 
5. In various graphical representations in the context of Asgardia, the colors dark blue, 

yellow and gold are used. Here, yellow represents the color of the sun and stars and 
dark blue represents the color of outer space. A Mandatory Asgardian Standard is to 
use the following colors, when the Asgardia colors are to be used: 

a. ‘Asgardia Dark Blue’ and ‘Asgardia Yellow’ as basic colors; 
b. ‘Asgardia Gold’, ‘Asgardia white’ and ‘Asgardia black’ as additional colors; 
c. ‘Asgardia light gold background’, ‘Asgardia gray-blue background’ and ‘Asgardia 

light gray background’ for special occasions; 
d. on special, solemn occasions, it is permissible replacing yellow with gold; 
whereby: 
e. ‘Asgardia Dark Blue’ has the color coding  

Рantone 281 С = CMYK 100 80 10 44 = RGB 0 32 91 = RGB hex 00205B 
and its displayed as follows in a Word document: [██████████] 

f. ‘Asgardia Yellow’ has the color coding 
Рantone 7409 С = CMYK 03 30 100 00 = RGB 240 179 35 = RGB hex F0B323 
and its displayed as follows in a Word document: [██████████] 

g. ‘Asgardia Gold’ has the color coding 
Рantone 7407 С = CMYK 12 34 71 13 = RGB 203 160 82 = RGB hex CBA052 
and its displayed as follows in a Word document: [██████████] 
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and supporting colors are: 
h. ‘Asgardia White’ has the color coding 

CMYK 0 0 0 0 = RGB 255 255 255 = RGB hex FFFFFF 
and its displayed as follows in a Word document: [██████████] 

i. ‘Asgardia Black’ has the color coding 
CMYK 0 0 0 100 = RGB 0 0 0 = RGB hex 000000 
and its displayed as follows in a Word document: [██████████] 

j. ‘Asgardia Dark Grey’ has the color coding 
 CMYK 33 22 0 73 = RGB 46 54 69 = RGB hex 2E3645 
and its displayed as follows in a Word document: [██████████] 

k. ‘Asgardia Mid Grey’ has the color coding 
CMYK 0 0 0 25 = RGB 192 192 192 = RGB hex C0C0C0 
and its displayed as follows in a Word document: [██████████] 

l. ‘Asgardia Light Grey’ has the color coding 
CMYK 0 0 0 3 = RGB 248 248 248 = RGB hex F8F8F8 
and its displayed as follows in a Word document: [██████████] 

m. ‘Asgardia light gold background’ has the color coding 
10% Pantone 7407 C 

n. ‘Asgardia grey-blue background’ has the color coding 
10% Pantone 281 

o. ‘Asgardia light grey background’ has the color coding 
10% Black 281 

Note that these colors are defined in the ‘Asgardia Brandbook’, which is an 
attachment to this document. Pantone color definitions can be found on 
Pantone.com. 

6. Templates are available for documents and presentations. A Recommendatory 
Asgardian Standard is to use the following templates when appropriate: 

a. the template for an Asgardian memo 
b. the template for an Asgardian letter 
c. the template for an Asgardian meeting minutes document 
d. the template for an Asgardian whitepaper 
e. the template for an Asgardian spreadsheet 
f. the template for an Asgardian presentation (dark theme) 
g. the template for an Asgardian presentation (light theme) 
These files are attachments to this document. 

 

Appendix 

The following files are attachments to the present document: 

• the Asgardia flag, Asgardia_Flag.png 

• the Asgardia coat of arms, Asgardia_Coat_of_arms.png 

• the Asgardia logo, Asgardia_Logo.png 

• the Asgardia anthem, Asgardia-anthem-score-476661.pdf 

• the Asgardia Brandbook, Asgardia_Brandbook.zip 

• the template for an Asgardian memo, Template_AsgardiaMemo_v0-1.docx 

• the template for an Asgardian letter, Template_AsgardiaLetter_v0-1.docx 

• the template for an Asgardian meeting minutes document, 
Template_AsgardiaMeetingMinutes_v0-2.docx 
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• the template for an Asgardian whitepaper, Template_AsgardiaWhitepaper_v0-2.docx 

• the template for an Asgardian spreadsheet, Template_AsgardiaSpreadsheet_v0-
1.xlsx 

• the template for an Asgardian presentation (dark theme), 
Template_AsgardiaPresentation_DarkTheme_v0-3.pptx 

• the template for an Asgardian presentation (light theme), 
Template_AsgardiaPresentation_LightTheme_v0-3.pptx 

• the originals of the Asgardia logos, Asgardia_logos_originals.zip 

• part of the Asgardia logo, Asgardia_Logo-part.png 

• the general Asgardia document header, AsgardiaDocumentHeader_general.png 
These files can be downloaded from www.AsgardiaInstituteOfStandards.Space/documents/X 

where X is the name of the file. This document, Pre-AIS_ATS-A1001_AsgardiaBranding_v0-

4.pdf, can also be downloaded from there. 

 

(End of document) 

 


